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Abstract-h this note, we consider a Hamiltonian with ultraviolet and infrared cutofb describing 
the interaction of relativistic electrons and positrons in a Coulomb potential with transversal photons 
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state for a sufficiently small coupling constant. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This note initiates the study of a Hamiltonian with ultraviolet and infrared cutoffs describing 
relativistic electrons and positrons in a Coulomb potential interacting with transversal photons 
in Coulomb gauge. Starting with the Dirac equation for an electron in a Coulomb potential, we 
first introduce the quantized Diiac-Coulomb field in the Fock space of electrons and positrons. 
In order to define the Hamiltonian in the Fock space of electrons, positrons, and photons, 
we have to introduce appropriate cutoff functions. Thus, we are studying a Hamiltonian with 
ultraviolet and infrared cutoff functions with respect to the momenta of electrons, positrons, and 
photons. 
In thii note, we prove that this Hamiltonian is self-adjoint and has a ground state when the 
coupling constant is sufficiently small. It is important to remark that the methods developed 
here can be applied to many other cases as well, as soon as we start with the Dirac Hamiltonian 
for an electron for which we explicitly know a spectral representation. For example, this would 
be the case for a relativistic electron in a uniform magnetic field. 
In [l], Bach, Frohlich and Sigal proved the existence of a ground state for the Pauli-Fierz 
Hamiltonian with an ultraviolet cutoff for sufliciently small values of the fine structure constant 
without introducing an infrared cutoff. Their result has been extended by Griesemer, Lieb and 
Loss [2] under the binding condition. For related results, see [3-71. 
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Two no-pair Hamiltonians for relativistic electrons have been recently considered in [8,9]. 
Our methods closely follow those of [l,lO-121, in which the spectral theory of the spin-boson 
and Pauli-Fiers Hamiltonians is carefully studied. 
THE FOCK SPACE OF ELECTRONS, 
POSITRONS, AND PHOTONS 
The Dirac electron of mass ms in a Coulomb potential is described by the following Hamilton- 
ian: 
2 
HD := H&e) =cwD+/3moc2-f& 
acting in the Hilbert space L2(R3; C4) with domain D(HD) = H1(R3; C4). Here e is the negative 
charge of the electron, -2e is the positive charge of the nucleus, and (Y = (or, (~2, as), p are the 
Dirac matrices in the standard form. See [13,14]. H D e is self-adjoint for Z 5 118. The ( ) 
eigenstates of the Dirac-Coulomb operator HD are labelled by the angular momentum quantum 
numbers j and mj, by the spin-orbit quantum number kj = k(j + l/2), and by the quantum 
number n = 0, 1,2,. . . , counting the nondegenerate eigenvalues of the Dirac radial operator 
associated with kj. We set 7 = (j, mj, kj). 
Let &+(z) denote the normalized eigenstates of the Hamiltonian HD. We have 
with 
E = m0c2 1+ 
(Ze2)2 
-f,n 
.(,.,/k~]’ 
and 
0 c EO := inf ET,,. 
Together with the bound-state energy levels, the continuum energy levels are given by 
f w(p) = f (mic4 + p2) U2 , PER+. 
Let ti7,* (p, x) denote the continuum normalized eigenstates of Ho. We then have 
H~ti~,rt(PJ) = f (m;c4 +P2)l" &,dP,“). 
Let us split the Hilbert space H = L2(R3; C4) into 
K- =~(-m,ol (HD)H, Hd = P(o,mocy (HD) H, K+ = P[mocl,+oo) (HD)H. 
Here PI(HD) denotes the spectral projection of HD corresponding to the interval I. 
Every $J E Hd can be written as 
$,(x) = L.i.m C b h&L 
7tn 
with 
c lbl12 < 00. 
r,n 
Hence, we can identify & with the Hilbert space fid = &F, where F is a closed subspace of 
L2(R+). 
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Similarly, Hc.+ can be identified with &* := &L2(R+) by using the unitary operators UC* 
where $J E Hck. 
Let Fa,dr Fa,+, and 3a,- be the Fermi-Fock spaces over &, fit+, and fit-, respectively (see 
[13,15]). Rd, R+, and a- denote the associated vacua. The Fermi-Fock space for electrons and 
positrons, denoted by 3n, is then the following Hilbert space: . 
3D = 3a,d ‘8 3a,+ ‘8 3a,-. 
The vector fin := ad @ a+ 8 a- is the vacuum of electrons and positrons. 
One has 
3o = $&=c3~‘r’S), 
where 32”“‘) = (@#id) ‘% (@I;T,+) ‘8 (t?@-). 
For every g E H,+ (respectively, tic-), b+(g) (respectively, b-(g)) denotes the annihilation 
operator which maps 3(P9q’+13’) (respectively, 3(P*Ql’+‘)) into 3F@*Qp’). The creation operator 
b;(g) (respectively, b’_ (9)) is the adjoint of b+(g) (respectively, b- (9)). Q(g) and b*(g) are 
bounded operators in 3~. 
We set, for every $ E &+ @ fir,-, 
where P$ is the projection of fir,* onto the rth component. 
Similarly, br+ is the annihilation operator associated with $+. The creation operator b;,n is 
the adjoint of br,n. Both bq,* and by,,, are bounded operators in 3~. The bs and b*s satisfy the 
canonical anticommutation relations. See (13,151. 
As in [16, Chapter X], weintroduce operator-valued distributions b,,*(p) and b;,*(p) such that 
we write 
b,,4ti) = s & b,,&)(p,f@ (14  It.+ b;,, 04) = s FL+ dp b;&(P) (+I’) (14 
where II, E &+ @ &-. 
The Hamiltonian of the quantized Dirac-Coulomb field is given by 
dr(HD) = c Ey,n b;,n y,n b +ccJ dp 44 b;,,(p) b,,&). 
-Y,n t=+,- Y 
Let I, p= 1,2, be a field of transversal polarizations 
Q(k). k =o, Q(k) -E//(k) = dpp’, p,p’ = 1,2, kER3\0. 
In Coulomb gauge, the corresponding one-photon Hilbert space is L2(R3, C2) and the Fock space 
for transversal photons is 
Fp,, = @rcoL2 (R3, C2)@’ , 
where L2(R3, C2)@t = C. Here L2(R3, C2)@‘: is the symmetric nth-tensor power of L2(R3, C2) 
appropriate for BoseEinstein statistics. 
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Let a,(k) (respectively, a;(k)) denote the annihilation (respectively, creation) operator. See 
[16, Chapter X]. 
The Hamiltonian of the quantized electromagnetic field, denoted by Hph, is 
where w(k) = c]k]. Hph is self-adjoint in 3&. 
The Fock space for electrons, positrons, and photons is the following Hilbert space: 
R = 520 @ Rph is the vacuum in 3. 
HAMILTONIANS AND RESULTS 
The free Hamiltonian for electrons, positrons, and photons, denoted by Ho, is the following 
operator in 3 
Ho = dI’(Ho) 63 lph + 10 C3 Hph. 
HO is a self-adjoint operator with domain 
D(~~(HD) C3 lph)nD (10 B&h), 
and HO has the same point spectrum as d II’ and its continuous spectrum covers the half 
axis [O,oo). 
It is quite well known that, in order to obtain a well-defined total Hamiltonian in the Fock space, 
we have to introduce several cutoff functions in the Dirac-Coulomb field and the electromagnetic 
vector potential. 
The interaction between electrons, positrons, and photons, that we consider has the following 
form: 
HI = c c L3 d3k (G~,7,71,,,e(k)b~,~by~,ea~(k) + h.c.) 
7,7f,n,e ~=1,2 
+ c c c 1 
c=+,- y,y’,n p=1,2 R3XR+ 
d3W (G$,.,7,7~,,(P; k) (b;,,kh4 
+b;,,(p)by,n) $(k) + h.c. > 
-t c c s,,,,,+ d3kdp&’ (G:,-,7,7, (P,p’;k) (b;,+bP;~,- 03’) 
7.7’ PL(=1,2 
+6-r,-W-v,+ (~‘1) $3) + h.c.) 
+xxJ e=+,- 7 yt p=1,2 R3xR+xR+ d3k & dp' (G:,c,7,,, (P P’; k) bl;,,(ph,~ (P’) $3) + h.c.) . 
Thus, in this note, we consider the model of relativistic electrons and positrons in a Coulomb 
potential interacting with the quantized transversal radiation field associated with the following 
Hamiltonian: 
H(g) = Ho + sHI, 
where g is the real coupling constant, 
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For p = 0, 1,2, let 
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where T = {+, +}, {+, -}, {-, -}. 
We now state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Co < oo and ( IgI/Eo)CI < 1. Then, H(g) is self-adjoint on the 
domain II( 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that CO c 00, (Igl/&)Cl < 1 and CZ < 00. Then, there exists go > 0 
such that, for every g E [-go, go], the self-adjoint operator H(g) has a ground state. 
For proofs and details, see [17]. 
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